DURA SEAL™ Wood Patch
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
A safe, non-flammable, water-based product designed to quickly and easily fill in large holes, cracks
and gouges in wood. It sands easily, is flexible and adheres well to wood. It also absorbs stains
similarly to wood.
WARNING! Removal of old paint by sanding, scraping, or other means may generate dust or
fumes that contain lead. Exposure to lead dust or fumes may cause brain damage or other
adverse health effects, especially in children or pregnant women. Controlling exposure to lead
or other hazardous substances requires the use of proper protective equipment, such as a
properly fitted respirator (NIOSH approved) and proper containment and cleanup. For more
information, call the National Lead Information Center at 1-800-424-LEAD (in US) or contact
your local health authority.
DIRECTIONS:
SURFACE PREPARATION: Surface must be free of dust, oil, wax and moisture.
APPLICATION:
1.
Apply with a putty knife or trowel.
2.
Press patch into nail holes or minor imperfections keeping product slightly higher than the 		
surface. Fill deep areas in layers while allowing ample time for each layer to dry.
CLEAN-UP: Clean with water while Wood Patch is still damp.
STORAGE: Keep containers tightly closed. Keep from freezing. If freezing occurs, thaw at room
temperature for a minimum of 8 hours before using.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
DENSITY (LBS/GAL):
% SOLIDS			
VOC (g/l): 			
PH:				
VISCOSITY			

14.1
73
0
8.4
1,160,000

HEALTH/SAFETY:
HMIS RATING:		
					
					

Health		
1
Flammability 1
Reactivity
0

CAUTION: May cause slight irritation to individuals with sensitive skin. Wash hands thoroughly after
use.
WARNING: This product contains a chemical know to the State of California to cause cancer.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.
COLOR			
WHITE OAK			
WHITE OAK			
RED OAK			
RED OAK			
MAPLE/ASH/PINE		
MAPLE/ASH/PINE		

SIZE 		
QT		
GAL		
QT		
GAL		
QT		
GAL		

SKU #		
CASE/PACK
83207			
6
83210			
2
83208			
6
83211			
2
83209			
6
83212			
2
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